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GOALS

• Understanding research impact

• Know the strategies in increasing your research impact

• Identify prominent tools to create your research profile

• Explore resources at UL for increasing impact



AGENDA

• Activity #1- Padlet

• Definition of Research impact

• Strategies of HOW TO increase impact
• Activity #2- Zoom poll

• UL resources

• Final Tips

• Activity #3-Padlet



Activity 1
What is Research Impact?
https://padlet.com/breezezhouxuan/what-is-research-
impact-vb26g0lqsxcv4spx

https://padlet.com/breezezhouxuan/what-is-research-impact-vb26g0lqsxcv4spx
https://padlet.com/breezezhouxuan/what-is-research-impact-vb26g0lqsxcv4spx


What is research Impact?

• Research impact - A one-word definition is simply benefit: how our research benefits 
society and the economy

• Academic Research Impact is the demonstrable contribution that excellent research makes 
to academic advances, across and within disciplines, including significant advances in 
understanding, method, theory and application.

Greenhalgh, T., Raftery, J., Hanney, S., & Glover, M. (2016). Research impact: a narrative review. BMC Medicine. 14(78).

https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12916-016-0620-8


How to Increase Your 
Research Impact?



Identifying target 
audiences and 
selecting appropriate 
dissemination
channels

Research 
Goals Audience

Types of 
impact

Measures of 
the impact

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Consider your research goals and the audience your research needs to reach. Think about who might benefit from your research and how. Make decisions accordingly and consider all kinds of impact, scholarly and non-scholarly.For PIs, Some funders are starting to ask for pathways to impact as part of grant applications. As grad stds, when you apply for fellowships or scholarship, or even assistant ships, or even drafting a research proposal for an academic conference, you may also be asked about what and how your research could benefit the world and yourself. What kind/types of impact your project or research will be bringing to the field. Consider ways you might measure the impact of your research after it's been completed.



Promote and Share 
Your Work

Leveraging academic social networks and 
scholarly collaboration platforms
• Conferences & Academic organizations

o e.g., AERA, IEEE, APA, ACRL
o Propose, present, share, and network

• Social Medias:
o e.g., Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.

o Post with a unique link or DOI
o Hashtags
o Track attention

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Make your work as visible as possible. Share it wherever you can, for example, at conferences, on your personal website, through social media or online academic networks. Engaging with the wider research community through conferences and events is a good way Identify a professional organization/conference in your research fieldSubmit a research proposal for next meetingPotential opportunities to present at the conf. / annual meetingNetworking with attendees and gather feedback and questionsSocial Medias:e.g., Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.Tips for share on social media:Always include a link and a doi if possible (shorten hyperlinks if necessary)Try posting your content alongside a question or finding of noteConsider posting updates throughout the research processResearch and use hashtags (hashtagify.me)Tag where you can if it's appropriateInclude links to your social media accounts in your profilesTrack attention using the Altmetrics bookmarklet



Harnessing the 
power of citation 
metrics and 
Altmetrics to 
gauge impact

Author Metrics/impact

Journal Metrics

Altmetrics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://guides.library.txstate.edu/impact/altmetrics-resources



Author Metrics

An author's impact -> citation counts

i.e., the number of academic publications he or she has authored and 
the number of times these publications are cited by other 

researchers. 

h-Index: the highest number of an author's papers 
to have the same or higher number of citations.

e.g., for an author to have an h-index of 7, he or she must have at 
least 7 publications with 7 or more citations.

Most researchers obtain their h-index from Web of Science, Scopus, or Google Scholar.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An author's impact on their field has traditionally been measured using citation counts, i.e. the number of academic publications he or she has authored and the number of times these publications are cited by other researchers.  Thus, a simple way to demonstrate your impact is to create a comprehensive list of your publications and the number of times they have been cited.Different indices have been created that calculate an author impact 'score' using data on their publications, you can find definitions and examples of each index on this libguide https://guides.library.txstate.edu/impact/author-metricsh-Index (the most widely used)The h-index identifies the highest number of an author's papers to have the same or higher number of citations.  For instance, for an author to have an h-index of 7, he or she must have at least 7 publications with 7 or more citations.Most researchers obtain their h-index from Web of Science, Scopus, or Google Scholar.

http://libproxy.txstate.edu/login?url=http://webofknowledge.com/UA
http://libproxy.txstate.edu/login?url=http://www.scopus.com/
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?&inst=6114818187226770759


Journal Quality Indicators & Metrics
• Indexing

• Widely indexed articles are more likely to be found by other researchers

• Impact Factor
• Journal Citation Reports

• Ranking
• SJR - Scimago Journal & Country Rank
• Google Scholar Metrics

• Acceptance Rates
• The number of manuscripts accepted for publication relative to the total number of manuscripts 

submitted within the last year

• Peer Review

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Journal Quality Indicators to Consider, Journal Metrics and RankingsAs a researcher you will be encouraged to publish in quality, high-impact scholarly journals. It is important that you know what to look for in a journal aside from a high impact factor. here are a list of factors to consider.We can take the a journal as an example: https://journals.sagepub.com/home/AER Journal info: aim and scopeJournal IndexingWidely indexed articles are more likely to be found by other researchers during their literature review process, and a respected and important journal will be indexed in multiple major journal indexes.Journal Citation Reports (Clarivate Analytics)The source for journal impact factors (JIF) and related metrics for journals indexed in the Web of Science. Also provides the rank of a journal within a field.Resources help with identifying journal ranking SJR - Scimago Journal & Country RankProvides the SJR, journal H-index and other metrics for titles indexed in Scopus. View the ranking of journals within a subject category.Google Scholar MetricsLists top journals in disciplines and provides selected metrics for journals indexed in Google Scholar.Acceptance RatesA journal's acceptance rate refers to the number of manuscripts accepted for publication relative to the total number of manuscripts submitted within the last year. Journals with lower acceptance rates are more selective and, therefore, considered to be more prestigious.Peer ReviewThe most respected journals are peer-reviewed or refereed. Manuscripts submitted to this type of journal must be evaluated by an editor, an editorial panel, or a panel of experts (peers) in the field before being accepted for publication.  In blinded peer review, the author's name and institution are concealed from the reviewer in order to reduce reviewer bias. A journal’s editorial policy and/or instructions for authors will often indicate if and how articles are peer reviewed. This information is usually located on the publisher’s web site and in at least one printed issue of the journal each year. This is also where you will find the scope and editorial focus of the journal to check.

https://www.scimagojr.com/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues


Altmetrics

• Altmetrics consider online reader behavior, 
network interactions with content, and 
social media: online attention and 
engagement

• Altmetrics measure impact at the 
article/item level.

• mentions on Facebook, Twitter, or 
online news sites

• exports to citation management 
systems like Mendeley or Zotero

• downloads (of full text articles, 
software, etc.)

• comments in blogs or other online 
forums

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are Altmetrics?Altmetrics, or alternative metrics, are new measures that take into account online reader behavior, network interactions with content, and social media. Altmetrics are meant to complement, not replace, traditional impact measures and are measures of online attention and engagement.Altmetrics measure impact at the article/item level. Examples of Altmetrics include:mentions on Facebook, Twitter, or online news sitesexports to citation management systems like Mendeley or Zoterodownloads (of full text articles, software, etc.)comments in blogs or other online forumsAltmetrics are measures of attention, not quality!many publishers display Altmetric data by collecting relevant mentions from social media sites, newspapers, policy documents, blogs, Wikipedia, and many other sources.



Manage your online 
presence

Establishing an effective 
online presence: Researcher 
profile

Utilizing professional 
networking platforms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Zoom poll activity: tool preference, previous experience



Activity 2
Zoom Poll:
Q1. Have you ever created a personal profile to demo your knowledge and skills in your field?

Q2. If you answered yes to Q1, do you maintain your profile and keep it up to date? or if no, do you plan to 
establish your research profile now?

Q3. Have you ever joined an online professional networking platform to engage with other scholars in your field?

Q4. If you answered yes to Q3, do you stay active on the platform? Or if no, do you plan to join an 
online professional networking platform now?



COMMON
PROFILE 
OPTIONS

ORCID Google 
Scholar



Key Features

• Open Researcher and Contributor ID

• 16- digit alpha-numeric identifier

• Transition to any institution

• Ensures all your publications, 
datasets, and other research outputs 
are connected to you

• Increasing requirement by publishers 
and funders

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7428-083X

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Open Researcher and Contributor ID16- digit alpha-numeric identifierTransition to any institutionNot-for-profit organization run by and for the international research communityOwned and controlled by youEnsures all your publications, datasets, and other research outputs are connected to youInteroperable (work with my institutions, funders, or publishers)Over 4,000 journals collect ORCID IDsIncreasing requirement by publishers and funders

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7428-083X


Key features

Index managed by Google to 
track publications and citations

Track citation metrics

Follow collaborators and 
colleagues

Increase discoverability of 
your publications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Index managed by Google to track publications and citationsFree, online profile used by many researchers around the worldSearches across disciplines and sourcesTrack citation metrics (h-index, i10-index)Follow collaborators and colleaguesIncrease discoverability of your publications



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Google scholar is a simple way to demonstrate your impact is to create a comprehensive list of your publications and the number of times they have been cited.Examples of h-index



CO M M O N
NE T WO RKI NG  

O P T I O NS
ResearchGate LinkedIn



A social network platform and database

Find and share research

Access to publications

Ask technical questions or start scientific 
discussion

Search jobs

Key features

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A social network platform and database



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Find and share research Access to publications Ask technical questions or start scientific discussion Search jobs



Research impact

Connect with others

Personal profile

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Personal profile that makes your work visible Connect you with other researchersFollow other researchers and private messaging serviceMeasure your impact 



Key features

Showcase your skills by your profile

Build your network

Find a job

Participate in conversations

Post content

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
World's largest professional networkFree version Connect and strengthen professional relationshipsLearn the skills you need to succeed in your career.Organize offline events, join groups, write articles, post photos and videos, and moreOn this platform, you can https://www.linkedin.com/in/kelly-damphousse-8b65a91a/ 



Crafting impactful
research title,
abstract, and
key words

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




What is academic search engine 
optimization?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Academic search engine optimization (ASEO) specifically refers to academic texts and aims both at providing researchers with the best possible support in finding relevant results for their search queries and at helping authors to achieve a better ranking of their own publications in search engines and databases. Elements to be ‘optimized’ include the wording of title and abstract as well as the choice of keywords and the provision of rich metadata.



Image Source: DOI: 10.1629/uksg.534

Crafting 
impactful 
research 

titles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes


https://doi.org/10.1629/uksg.534


Image Source: DOI: 10.1629/uksg.534

Crafting 
impactful 
research 
abstracts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes


https://doi.org/10.1629/uksg.534


Image Source: DOI: 10.1629/uksg.534

Crafting 
impactful 
research 
keywords

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes


https://doi.org/10.1629/uksg.534


Enhancing visibility 
through open access 
publishing and 
institutional  reposit
ories

Open Access 
Resources

Research and 
Scholarship 
Repository

Dataverse



Open Access Resources

Directory of 
Open Access 

Journals
Cabells

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DOAJ-Directory of peer-reviewed open access journals. Journals must apply to be included in this directory. Journals that adhere to an exceptionally high level of publishing standards are awarded the DOAJ Sealhttps://doaj.org/ Cabells-Provides research writers with information for submitting articles to major journals. Search filters include difficulty of acceptance, JCR impact factor, average time to review and publication, acceptance rate, open access type, review type, Cabell's Classification Index, and open for submissions. Journal entries include Altmetrics and submission detailshttps://guides.library.txstate.edu/az/cabells-scholarly-analytics 

https://doaj.org/
https://doaj.org/
https://doaj.org/
https://guides.library.txstate.edu/az/cabells-scholarly-analytics


Research and Scholarship 
Repository

• Collects, preserves, and showcases the 
scholarly achievements of Texas State 
University's academic community

• Provides open access to the diverse array of 
research and scholarship materials created at 
Texas State including articles, presentations, 
posters, electronic theses and dissertations, 
capstones, multimedia presentations, and 
more

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DSpace repository software serves a specific need as a digital archives system, focused on the long-term storage, access and preservation of digital content thus making DSpace the software of choice for academic, non-profit, and commercial organizations building open digital repositories. 



TXST 
Dataverse

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TXST University Dataverse Repository is hosted on the Dataverse platform, developed and used by Harvard University. It offers researchers a trusted repository to deposit, share, manage, and publish their research datasets. Researchers can also find and cite data across all research fields. The Texas State University Dataverse Repository is an open access data repository supported and hosted by the Texas Digital Library.



Navigating copyright considerations and 
intellectual property rights

• Does the journal allow self-
archiving of a version of the article 
on a personal website or 
institutional repository? Is there 
an embargo period?

• If you have signed a 
publication or copyright 
transfer agreement with a 
publisher, then you may need 
their permission to share 
certain versions of your work 
unless it has been published 
under a Creative Commons or 
other open license.

• Committee on Publication Ethics

• SPARC Author Addendum

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
APCs are used by open access journals in lieu of subscription fees that libraries and readers traditionally have paid to gain access to research articlesResearchers wanting to share their work on social sites such as Academia.edu and ResearchGate should be especially careful of any copyright restrictions. Although these sites allow research to be shared they do not function as repositories and so do not meet Open Access requirements. The safest thing to do is to share a link to a legal online copy of your research on these sites. This way you can still add your work to your online profile but you will not be in breach of copyright restrictions.COPE provides advice to editors and publishers on all aspects of publication ethics, in particular how to handle research and publication misconduct. COPE members are expected to follow a code of conduct for journal editors. Search 'Member' page for journal or publisher.SPARC is a non-profit advocacy organization that supports systems for research and education that are open by default and equitable by design.

https://publicationethics.org/
https://sparcopen.org/our-work/author-rights/#addendum


Activity 3:
How can we support you to make your research more 
impactful?

https://padlet.com/breezezhouxuan/how-can-we-
support-you-to-make-your-research-more-impactful-
fvhyy034g6qhb28y

https://padlet.com/breezezhouxuan/how-can-we-support-you-to-make-your-research-more-impactful-fvhyy034g6qhb28y
https://padlet.com/breezezhouxuan/how-can-we-support-you-to-make-your-research-more-impactful-fvhyy034g6qhb28y
https://padlet.com/breezezhouxuan/how-can-we-support-you-to-make-your-research-more-impactful-fvhyy034g6qhb28y


UTILIZING LIBRARY 
RESOURCES AND 

SERVICES TO 
SUPPORT YOUR 

RESEARCH JOURNEY
• Use our LibGuides!

• Where to Publish Your Research
• Research Data Management
• Researcher Profiles and Identifiers

• Helpful Websites
• Open Scholarship
• Request a Research Consult

https://guides.library.txstate.edu/publishing/about
https://guides.library.txstate.edu/research-data/about
https://guides.library.txstate.edu/researcher-profiles/about
https://www.library.txst.edu/openscholarship.html
https://guides.library.txstate.edu/consultations


Final Tips

Establish your researcher profiles 
now

Network based on your academic 
and professional goals

Consider publishing open access

Make sure you know your 
copyrights

Use TXST University Library 
resources!



QUESTIONS?

Research & Data Services
University Libraries
UL-RDS@txstate.edu

go.txstate.edu/x1a

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
go.txstate.edu/x1a

mailto:UL_RDS@txstate.edu
https://guides.library.txstate.edu/consultations
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